
# L-12131, LOTS FOR SALE IN SOSUA 
  Residential Land.   $

175,000  

Sosua, Dominican Republic
.
**Lots for sale in Sosua** In each lot is possible to build only one villa so it preserve your privacy
and the nature of this beautiful community. Inside this gated community family life takes a new
meaning, whether sharing a scrumptious breakfast, enjoying sun-drenched water activities, bicycle
riding along the winding roads of the community or swimming with the dolphins at the nearby
Ocean World! Life here offers contemplative moments of rest and self-renewal. Experiences to be
enjoyed in the serenity of lovely residence up on the hills of Sosua with a fantastic ocean views,
magical sunsets and the spectacular Caribbean nature and relaxing and thinking about the
passage of time has little meaning here. You can choose to build your home with the develop
company inside the community or choose a construction company of your preference but with the
guidelines of the project for architectural design to be sure to maintain the harmony within the
residential development. Owners enjoy 24 hour security, on site water well, internet access, cable
TV and emergency electrical generator. Known for its tranquil setting and touristic attractions,
Sosua is conveniently located just a few minutes from the Puerto Plata International Airport,
providing services to the northern coast of the Dominican Republic with regularly scheduled flights
to and from the U.S.A and Europe. It is situated on a coastline known for its exceptional beaches,
outstanding aquatic sports, dive sites and coral reefs for snorkeling. Sosua features one of the
country

Name

LAND INFORMATION:
Lot Size :  80169.6

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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